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SPORE // CREDITS

SOUND DESIGN AND SAMPLE CONTENT:
 
Ivo Ivanov : WEBSITE

PRODUCT GRAPHICS:

Ivo Ivanov : WEBSITE

LEGAL:

Piracy directly affects us! We need your support to be able to continue to bring you new 
products - please do not share our plugins and packs illegally.

For full Terms & Conditions, please refer to the EULA (End User License Agreement) 
located in the DOCS folder with this product or visit the Legal page on our website. 

Glitchmachines ®    https://glitchmachines.com/
 

ABOUT US: 
Glitchmachines was established in 2005 by sound designer Ivo Ivanov. During the early 
stages of the company, we were focused on building handcrafted circuit-bent hardware 
instruments. We sold a limited number of units through boutique synth shops in 
California and custom made instruments for numerous artists and sound designers. In 
2010, we shifted our focus to creative audio plugins and sound effects.
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REQUIREMENTS & FORMATTING:

• Approximately 785 MB of hard drive space
• 785 MB of 24bit 96kHz .wav audio files (100 samples)

SETUP:

Unpack the Spore .zip file and place the entire folder in any location of your choosing, 
such as an internal or external hard drive in your system. The .wav samples can then be 
accessed by standard means, such as importing them directly from within  your DAW or 
sampler.  We recommend that you store a backup of the original zip file in the event that 
you ever need to recover overwritten files, etc.

SPORE OVERVIEW:
Spore is a FREE pack of futuristic sound effects designed by Ivo Ivanov.

This pack was revamped in July 2022 and now includes all of the content previously 
available in a separate pack called Cybernetics.  As such, Cybernetics has been 
discontinued. 

Spore features an exclusive collection of sound effects with a high-tech sci-fi aesthetic. 
You will find a highly useful selection of hyper-stylized sub bass impacts, massive 
cinematic drones and eerie mutated atmospheres that defy categorization.

Our free downloads feature exclusive releases developed with the same 
uncompromising production values as our paid products.  These critically acclaimed 
free plugins and packs have been featured on countless ‘best-of’ lists and are favorites 
among electronic musicians and sound designers.

While our sound effects are carefully designed to work with your favorite samplers and 
DAWs, they pair up particularly well with our own brand of audio contortion devices. Our 
wide selection of packs grant Polygon, Cataract and Palindrome users access to 
thousands of fresh ingredients.

Thanks for downloading SPORE! 

Please check out the rest of our products at our website:  https://glitchmachines.com/
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